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riding the swell
A wonderfully smooth
ride, the 6000 can cruise
all day at an impressive
20 knots.

RIVIERA’S nEw 6000 SpoRt YAcht, lAunchEd At thE 2014 SYdnEY IntERnAtIonAl
BoAt Show, IS A BoRn-AgAIn mARVEl – StYlIStIcAllY, AESthEtIcAllY And
tEchnIcAllY. ItS nEw lookS And fEAtuRES ARE moRE thAn A REfREShIng nEw
tAkE on thE pREVIouSlY SuccESSful RIVIERA 5800, RAthER It’S A compREhEnSIVE
RE-thInk – onE thAt REpRESEntS much moRE thAn An EVolutIon, If not A totAl
REVolutIon, SAYS Anthony twibill, of RIVIERA’S SpoRtS flAgShIp.

riviera.com.au

sportinG
perfection
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A

t face value Riviera’s new 6000 Sport Yacht is
essentially a mid-life redesign of the previous
head-turning lines of the 5800 Sport Yacht,
which was at its launch a revolutionary model for the
Australian boatbuilder and one that has internationally
been a proud flag carrier for the iconic brand.
The new 6000 model offers many evolutionary styling
changes – inside and out – that hit the target with today’s
sports yacht market, reflective of the real-world boating
culture in our local cruising grounds. The new boat
presents some subtle changes as well as all-new standout
features that are responsive to how Australians actually
use their boats and leisure time when out on the water.
While comfortably familiar for the local armada
of Riviera brand fans, the new 6000 Sport Yacht is
sufficiently changed from its predecessor and upgraded
with smart design touches and world-class finishes, and
loaded with technology innovations that are genuinely
cutting edge in the global recreational boating market.
Every change to the design, styling and functionality has
coupled with the raft of technology innovations aboard
the new boat, coming together to make perfect sense.
Simply put, the new features of the 6000 Sport Yacht
make your boating life easier and more stylish than ever.
The integration of it all just works, which can’t always be
said of new models.
This “real life” approach to designing and building
boats is Riviera’s strong suit. As an Australian builder,
the yard possesses an innate understanding of how
Australians do their boating, often in contrast to our
European and American cousins who for climatic and
cultural reasons may look for other features and styling
in their choice of luxury craft.
So, what are the highlights of the Riviera 6000
Sport Yacht?
riviera.com.au

From first impressions on a walk
around, the big winners are the
pearlescent silver-hued hull incorporating
sculptured, forward-raked hull ports, and
a new streamlined superstructure. Also
immediately attractive is the elevated aft
cockpit that’s been redesigned to better
suit our Aussie style of boating with the
new boat featuring a large twin barbecue/
wet bar (with draw fridge and freezer) set
in the transom opposite an L-shaped aftlooking lounge, outdoor table and adjacent
lounge, designed to be under cover of
an enlarged aft roof (with sunroof) and
bimini extension. This delightful outdoor
entertaining area in turn leads forward on
a single level into a massive saloon inside.
This too has had a designer makeover with
numerous improvements in practicality
and finesse to what was already a
tremendous interior arrangement.
Particularly impressive is the new-look,
avant-garde helm station with its sunken
dash displaying all-new Volvo Penta “glass
bridge” integrated marine electronics, and
with the luxury of electrically adjustable
twin driver seats upholstered in leather.
You feel like you’re the king of the hill at
this helm, no doubt about it!
It would be remiss not to make a
highlight of the electrically operated,
Webasto panoramic sunroof that slides
aft at the touch of a button and, together
with opening saloon side windows, acts
to transform the indoor/outdoor ambience

of this luxuriously appointed saloon. For
single level entertaining, inside and out, I
cannot think of a better design among any
boat I have seen.
To my eyes the layout has been
perfectly fine-tuned, as the saloon and
aft galley seamlessly flow onto the large
10.5-square-metre teak-laid cockpit. It’s
sure to be a winning formula for this new
model, emulating the popular alfresco
approach to design seen aboard the
current crop of Riviera’s flybridge models.
However, as much as a dockside
inspection is revealing, a sea experience
offers so much more in getting a true
feeling for a boat.
As an aside, this is why I have long
been an advocate of local boat shows
featuring sea trials as part of their line-up
(as they do at major international in-water
shows). It’s a call that currently falls on
deaf ears with the local boating industry
associations (and boat show organisers),
both of whom should consult companies
like Riviera about the vitality of innovation
and change, and the subsequent benefits
that flow for all in the marine industry.
Immediately following the Sydney
Boat Show, I had the chance to drive the
Riviera 6000 Sport Yacht into the swells
off Sydney Heads and up the Northern
Beaches coastline – an occasion where
the experience proved to be everything.
Is the Riviera 6000 a seductively stylish
craft alongside a marina? Absolutely.
On a dockside interior inspection
are the new design, layout, fittings and
finishes of the new boat commensurate
with a world-class luxury sports yacht?
Again, an unequivocal yes!
But to get a true feeling for a sports
yachting thoroughbred like this one, taking
the boat to sea makes all the difference.
Having done so, there’s plenty to enjoy,
but I’ve selected my top three “likes”.
Firstly, I love the flat cruising attitude
and the cushion-smooth ride of the seaproven, hand-laid Riviera hull, which
now features a keel for the first time on a
Volvo-IPS-driven Riviera model. This aids
directional stability when underway and
also serves to reduce lateral drift when at
anchor. The hull is notably compliant and
forgiving, readily absorbing the sea state
and riding the swells at high speed with
ease, as though travelling at only half the
speed. The boat is capable of a top speed
a whisker over 30 knots – powered by the
latest generation of twin Volvo Penta IPS
950s (533kW / 2 x 725hp). Alternatively
it can cruise all day long at a sea-miledevouring 20 knots (consuming 138 litres
per hour) or extremely economically at 10
knots for some 600 nautical miles from
its 2,650-litre fuel capacity. With the hull
of the Riviera 6000 Sport Yacht beneath
your feet you can be both confident and
comfortable when cruising long offshore

design harmony
The elevated aft cockpit
is a key feature of the
6000 with its aft-looking
lounge, outdoor table
and elongated aft roof
with bimini. Below:
The new and improved
saloon has a panoramic
sunroof and opening
side windows, creating
unmatched indoor/outdoor
entertaining possibilities.
Left: Riviera’s 6000
Sport Yacht can reach a
speed of over 30 knots,
and features a hand-laid
Riviera hull, as well as a
keel for the first time on a
Volvo-IPS-driven model.

spacious quarters
The master stateroom offers a large
queen-size island bed, private
lounge, walk-in wardrobe (as seen
below left) and make-up table.
Below right: The master ensuite
runs the length of the port side and
offers sweeping ocean views.
Right: The engine room access door.

passages at higher cruise speeds normally
unattained by less capable hulls, defining
this new boat as indeed a bluewater sports
yacht in the true essence of the term.
Secondly, I was all smiles with the
boyhood thrill of “fingertip circle work”
made possible when driving Volvo Penta’s
new IPS joystick steering system. The
latest generation of IPS joystick technology
allows high-speed, instantaneous steering
(not just maneuvering speed docking as
per earlier versions), without so much as
a hand on the helm wheel or autopilot
controls. Just activate the joystick control
and total helm control is at the touch of
your fingertips. It’s remarkably responsive
without any delay or hesitation, as you
effortlessly roll through full-lock turns,
carving up the waves as though in a
ski-boat, albeit in this case a 63-footer
displacing some 25,750 kilos!
And third like but not least, is the 6000
Sport Yacht is now equipped with Volvo
Penta’s auto trim system – a popular
automated technology being seen on
more and more of the world’s best
recreational craft. The system literally
levels out even the most ham-fisted
driving from less experienced skippers

who may not fully grasp the importance
of correct trim to a boat’s performance,
economy, cruising attitude and the
comfort of those aboard. It’s a simple (but
oh so sweet) new feature of the 6000
Sport Yacht, the practical value of which
should not be underestimated.
Other standout features of the new
boat include an aft garage directly below
the cockpit, which can accommodate
a 3.2-metre tender and outboard, with
a 350-kilogram platform lifter making
it a breeze to launch and retrieve the
tender. This frees up the expanse of
foredeck aboard the 6000 Sport Yacht
for a huge sun bed, easily reached by
wide, walk-around non-slip side decks
with well-placed grab rails for safety.
The sunbed is surrounded by watertight
storage compartments for towels, bags,
books and so on. There is also a deep
icebox to keep seafood fresh and the
bubbles or beers cold, and there’s even a
Fusion marine stereo with Bluetooth and
USB connectivity so you can relax to your
favourite tunes.
However, it’s inside that the 6000 Sport
Yacht really wows with its luxurious finish
and furnishings that include soft-touch
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leather lounges in the saloon. This is laid out with a
large U-shaped lounge with dining table that seats six
adults on the portside, opposite a three-seat lounge to
starboard, that at two metres in length is plenty long
enough to enjoy an afternoon nap. Cleverly it can also be
transformed into two separate seats with a pop-up table
in between for a game of cards, casual coffee, or for
additional dining seating.
Much attention has gone into the audio-visual
entertainment on board, which features a 40-inch HD
LCD TV in the saloon, integrated with a BOSE AM/
FM stereo and a DVD player with amplifier, sub-woofer
and four speakers for the saloon alone. Facing the
dinette it can be controlled, along with all other onboard
electronics, by a C-Zone control pad from various places
on the boat, even from the aft deck barbecue/wet bar, so
you don’t have to set foot inside to change the music or
TV channel if relaxing outside.
There are top quality appliances in the galley too,
where the high-end Miele brand is fitted. The boat
comes standard with an induction cooktop, dishwasher,
convection microwave oven and rangehood, as well
as no less than three top-of-the-range Vitrifrigo drawer
fridges and two freezers! There’s also a space-saving
pull-out pantry, Corian benchtops, and a tinted bronze
glass to the overhead cabinets, adding elegance to the
walnut satin varnish joinery used throughout the boat.
The accommodation deck is reached via a central
flight of stairs adjacent to the helm station leading to
a central atrium below and on to the accommodation.
Directly ahead is a guest VIP double cabin with ensuite,
and to starboard an additional twin-bed guest cabin and
dual purpose guest ensuite/day head.
On the port side leading aft to the owner’s stateroom,
the designers have offered a choice of a stylish little
nook that Riviera refers to as an “Atrium lower lounge”,
or alternatively additional twin bunk accommodation
can be provided. The Atrium Lounge option features a
long U-shaped lounge in the space opposite a TV and
DVD/X-Box entertainment system, which is ideal as a
separate entertaining area for kids or grandkids when
aboard, or alternatively as a private chill space and AV
entertainment area for the owner. Here too is a discreetly
hidden laundry with separate washer and dryer.
The full-beam master stateroom located amidship is
world-class in every respect. Featuring a large island
queen bed, private lounge, walk-in robe and even
a desk/make-up table, a highlight of the suite is the
magnificent ensuite bathroom, which runs the length of
the port side with amazing views over the sea. Privacy is
provided by new-age technology that allows the ensuite
interior glass separating the bedroom from the ensuite
to transform from clear to opaque glass with the flick
of a switch. So, you have the best of both worlds –
uninterrupted views from the master stateroom when
you want it, and privacy when you need it.
All in all, Riviera’s new 6000 Sport Yacht is a truly
great accomplishment and a testament to the Australian
yard’s innovation in thinking and attention to detail.
Whether carving up the coastal swells for the day,
overnighting in a sheltered bay or passage making on a
long distance cruise, owners and guests aboard this boat
are in for a nautical treat that will be hard to beat.
www.riviera.com.au
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MODEL
BUILDER
YEAR OF BUILD
COUNTRY OF BUILD
DESIgNER
NAVAL ARCHITECT
INTERIOR DESIgNER
LENgTH OVERALL
WATERLINE LENgTH
BEAM
DRAFT
DISPLACEMENT
HULL CONSTRUCTION
SUPERSTRUCTURE
ENgINE
OUTPUT
PROPELLERS
DRIVE TRAIN
gEAR BOX
SPEED MAX

6000 Sport Yacht
Riviera Australia
2014
Australia
Riviera Design Team
Riviera Design Team
Riviera Design Team
19.30 metres
17.60 metres
5.38 metres
1.36 metres
25,750 kg
gRP
gRP
Volvo Penta
2 x 533 kW (725 hp)
P3 Volvo
IPS
Volvo Penta
31 knots

SPEED CRUISE
22 knots
FUEL CAPACITY
2,650 litres
RANgE 281 nm @ 22 knots with 10% reserve
FRESHWATER CAPACITY
800 litres
BLACkWATER CAPACITY
500 litres
gENERATORS
Onan
gEN-SET SIZE
22.5kw
NAVIgATION ELECTRONICS
Volvo glass Bridge package
RADIOS
Raymarine
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS
Bose
gALLEY APPLIANCES
Fisher & Pykal
dishwasher, Meile oven and cooktop
gUEST BERTHS
Sleeps 8 to 10 people
CREW
Optional
MAXIMUM PEOPLE ON BOARD
10
PAINT
Cromax Basecoat. Alwcraft Topcoat
TENDERS
No standard
CLASSIFICATION
CE
PRICE
RRP AU$2,333,700

